
Celebrating Week 5 

Hi Class 2 

I know you continue to work hard on and you are at different stages of topic work. Alex 

has just finished his volcano (you can tell it took ages just in the detail of the painting). 

He cleverly squeezed the vinegar, hand soap and baking of soda in at the size so it 

bubbled up, erupted out the top and rolled down the side.  

 

Sophie and Isabel both made seismometers but in different ways. Sophie says “If you 

bash the table to the east of the seisomitor the ball will fall into the cup on the east. 

If you bash the table at the south west then the ball falls into that cup. This shows the 

direction of the quake from the ball.”  

Isabel explained, “Today me and my dad made a seismometer out of a cereal box, tape, 

thread, blue tack, a yoghurt pot and a pen. I wobbled the table to make a pretend 

earthquake and the pen made a wobbly line.” 

    



Samuel used a dried spaghetti and marshmallows structure and recreated a tsunami in 

the bath to see if it would withstand the waves. 

 

 

I know you are missing your friends so when I saw Max with his magnificent wave 

painting I thought I would share it with you. Bilsdale are working just as hard as you on 

the same topic and everybody is well (Mrs Grundmann and I have regular chats).  

 

 

 

 

 



Ruby loves art and enjoyed creating her wave painting.  

       

Samuel used watercolours to produce his wave painting. 

Lucia and Cameron have also been successful. 

   

Sophie has used her artistic skills to produce this. 

The last gallery entry this week is by Alex. 

 



Spelling Shed 

There’s a huge increase in scores over the last two weeks with lots of you logging on. 

Well done! Remember that you can use you the honeypots that you win in Spelling Shed 

and Maths Shed to change your avatar. Harrison has cool shades standing in front of a 

goal, Thea has a star background and Mabel’s chosen a cat face with balloons in the 

background.  

Rock Stars 

Wow! Scores are shooting up with some of you doubling your scores. Amazing! Well 

done! Keep it up! 

 

I hope you have enjoyed whatever you have done this week. Maybe these photos will 

inspire you to have a go at something you haven’t tried. Send in your photos so I can 

share them with all you.  

Have a great week. 

Miss Jeffries 

 


